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Muay Thai promotion Elite Boxing continued their expansion yesterday, holding another event in
their Thailand vs. Challengers series, Thailand vs. Europe in Stuttgart, Germany. The event was
live on Eurosport in Germany and parts of Europe, most notably England. It did considerably
well for gate expectations, nearly selling out the Carl Benz Arena, which seats around 2000
people. Serdar Karaca of Elite Boxing subsidiary, Elite Boxing Germany has done a good job in
promoting the event domestically and should produce even better results when Elite Boxing
returns to Germany in November.

Headlining the card was It's Showtime 95MAX World Champion, Danyo Ilunga. Ilunga was
originally scheduled to face Ramazan Ramazanov, but Ramazanov pulled out sometime in the
past few weeks. Netherlands based Palestinean fighter Mohamed Boubkari took Ramazanov's
place and certainly wasn't an easy match-up for Ilunga. Ilunga picked up a three round
unanimous decision, but it seems that he had some trouble with Boubkari. German site Groun
dandpound.de
described Boubkari as "a tough nut to crack" for Ilunga. This was Ilunga's second time fighting
for Elite Boxing, as he fought for them in November of last year.

The rest of the card featured Thailand vs. Europe themed matches. Europe didn't fair too well,
with Thailand winning three out of the four. Jaochalam Monggudton defeated Andi Roegner,
Tanongdet Sengsimeu defeated Crice Boussoukou and Nongsai Sor Sanyakorn defeated Ait
Said, all three by decision. Anatoly Hunanyan defeated Madsua by decision in Europe's lone
win.

The event is a step in the right direction for Elite Boxing, who seem to know what they're doing.
They've made some smart moves in creating subsidiaries in countries that they're expanding to,
such as Elite Boxing Germany and Elite Boxing Russia. This allows the subsidiaries who know
the platform of the country and have connections domestically to do the promoting. Many
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foreign entities make the mistake of trying to venture into unfamiliar territory with just
themselves. Elite Boxing is handling this the right way.
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